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Two independent implementations of the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES)
technique have been tested in the chemically reacting DPLR CFD code. The first
implementation utilizes the existing Jacobian matrices by writing a new GMRES solver that
is integrated directly into the DPLR CFD code time integration subroutine. The second
implementation makes calls to the Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation
(PETSc), an external linear and non-linear solver package, to perform the GMRES
calculation. Several important aspects of developing the built-in GMRES solver are
explored including basis vector orthogonalization technique, linear system pre-conditioning,
parallelization, and convergence criteria. The resulting performance is compared with the
PETSc implementation as well as line- and point- relaxation schemes for hypersonic cone,
25O/55O double cone, and spherical capsule test cases. Overall, line-relaxation is typically the
most efficient solution technique when elapsed time is measured, but GMRES can, in some
cases, provide more accurate solution of the matrices by measuring residual decrease per
iteration. In the double cone test case at high enthalpy, the GMRES method is shown to be
numerically more stable at larger timestep size. Comparisons between PETSc and the builtin GMRES solvers show that choice of convergence criteria drive the relative performance
of the solvers.
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sparse Jacobian matrix of target system
right-hand side vector of target system
Givens rotation cosine
diagonal elements of ILU preconditioner, Eqn (29)
unit vector of length j, with one non-zero element, i
lower off-diagonal elements of sparse A
upper off-diagonal elements of sparse A
Givens rotation matrix
Hessenberg matrix
number of line- relaxation steps
lower diagonal matrix for Householder transformation, Eqn (9)
number of GMRES restarts
dimension/rank of Krylov subspace (size of each GMRES restart)
dimension/rank of linear system
preconditioner matrix
order of ILU fill
matrix of orthogonal basis vectors
residual
transformed Hessenberg matrix
Givens rotation sine
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Householder vector
matrix of Householder column vectors
raw (unorthogonalized) Krylov subspace vector
target linear system solution vector
target linear system solution vector in Krylov space

= initial residual magnitude
= Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number
= condition after calculation of Krylov subspace KM
= initial condition

I.

Introduction

FFICIENT solution of the large-scale, sparse matrix systems generated from multi-dimensional, chemicallyreacting Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes is a critical part of the iterative convergence of the
discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. For high-speed flows, the time-scales for chemical and thermal
relaxation processes as well as the potential for very large gradients of the flow variables (e.g. normal to an adjacent
solid surface) means that the terms in the resulting linear mathematical system can be poorly conditioned. An
inherent complexity in solving these systems is the need to consider parallelization in the solution scheme since both
memory and performance concerns require that practical CFD problems will be solved on large-scale, parallel
cluster systems.
A number of effective strategies for applying point-relaxation and line-relaxation methods to these matrices have
been developed such as the full-matrix data-parallel method1 (FMDP) or the data-parallel line-relaxation method2
(DPLR). The DPLR method recognizes that a strong coupling occurs with the gradients normal to a solid surface
boundary relative to the gradients in other directions in hypersonic flows where the viscous boundary layer is very
thin3. If the unknowns are simultaneously solved along lines of hexahedral or prismatic cells while relaxing the
other terms of the system, the sparse matrix may be replaced by a small number (typically 4) of relaxation steps
where a significantly less expensive, block tri-diagonal solution is required. This approach is robust for a wide
range of high-speed flows with little or no reduction in convergence performance. However, there may be certain
circumstances where the assumption that the off-diagonal terms may be relaxed can result in significantly poorer
convergence properties. Situations include conditions where the surface-normal gradients do not dominate the flow
or where there is no preferential gradient direction (e.g. wakes or separated flows) or conditions where the
simplified, diagonal matrix is not well conditioned (e.g. low speed flows, large timesteps). For these cases, it may
be better to retain all terms of the sparse matrix even though the cost of the solution is generally higher.
In this work, a type of method called Generalized Minimum Residual4 (GMRES) is considered, which is part of
a general class of linear solution algorithms collectively referred to as Krylov subspace methods. The Krylov
subspace methods seek an approximate solution to the linear system by relying on matrix/vector products to
transform the matrix into a reduced dimension that reflects the most dominant eigenvectors of the original system.
Methods like GMRES are attractive for CFD applications since they generally do not require storage or
manipulation of the zero entries of the matrix. Several comprehensive software library packages like PETSc5 and
Trilinos6 are freely available from the Internet and they have been utilized previously for CFD applications7-10. Such
packages have several advantages, namely (1) they are well-debugged and have significant development time
already invested in them, (2) they have a large number of options and methods available that typically can be
selected or activated with a few function calls, (3) they can be utilized without a detailed understanding of how the
internal algorithms work, and (4) they have been tested with a wide variety of linear systems that presumably
encompass the limits of what might be observed from the CFD simulation. However, there are a few drawbacks to
using these packages, such as (1) they require users of the CFD code to download, compile, and link to additional
dependencies in order to get the CFD code to run, (2) if the solution fails for some reason, it can be difficult to
debug without familiarity with the external package source code, and (3) there can be an inherent storage
redundancy if the existing CFD code and the external package do not have compatible formats which can waste
significant memory or force major re-writing of the CFD code.
Since there are some advantages and disadvantages to using an external linear solver package, this work
considers both the option to use the PETSc package (version 3.1p8) as well as the development of a new GMRES
solver that is an integral part of the NASA Ames Research Center DPLR CFD code. As the proper name of the code
is the same as the line-relaxation algorithm that it implements, this paper uses the convention “DPLR” to indicate
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the line-relaxation algorithm and “DPLR CFD code” to indicate the CFD code package to avoid confusion. The two
GMRES options are toggled via a pre-processor definition so that either the PETSc formulation or the built-in
formulation may be selected at compile time. The development of the built-in GMRES solver is considered in the
subsequent sections, followed by several examples that compare the two formulations with each other and with the
existing line- and point- relaxation schemes. These two new solver options are released as part of V4.03.0 of the
DPLR CFD code (“Big Bend”).
The DPLR CFD code is a multi-block, structured, finite-volume code that solves the reacting Navier-Stokes
equations including finite rate chemistry and finite rate vibrational non-equilibrium effects. This code is named for
the data-parallel line relaxation method2 and implements a modified (low dissipation) Steger-Warming flux splitting
approach11 for the convection terms and central differencing for the diffusion terms. Finite rate vibrational
relaxation is modeled via a simple harmonic oscillator vibrational degree of freedom12 using the Landau-Teller
model13. Vibrational energy relaxation rates are computed by default from the semi-empirical expression due to
Millikan and White14, but rates from the work of Camac15 and Park, et al16 are substituted for specific collisions
where experimental data exists. Vibration-dissociation coupling is currently modeled using the T-Tv approach of
Park17 or with some preliminary implementation of CVDV coupling18. Transport properties are appropriately
modeled in the DPLR CFD code for high enthalpy flow19,20 using the binary collision-integral based mixing rules
from Gupta, et al21. Diffusion fluxes can be modeled using either Fick’s law of diffusion or the self-consistent
effective binary diffusion (SCEBD) method22.

II.

Derivation of GMRES Algorithm Applied to the DPLR CFD Code

A. Introduction
The premise of the GMRES method and other Krylov techniques is the projection of a matrix of size NxN
defining a linear system of N unknowns into a smaller subspace of size M (where M<<N), defined by a series of
vectors that capture the dominant eigenvectors of the original matrix. Saad23 provides a comprehensive description
of the theory of Krylov techniques as well as implementation details. The method starts from an initial guess for the
solution vector, x0, which defines an initial residual in Eqn(1) with a magnitude of ! ! !! .

r0 = b ! Ax0

(1)

The Krylov subspace is defined by a series of vectors that form the columns of Eqn(2), which span the Krylov
subspace KM.

{r

0

Ar0 A 2 r0 … A M !1r0

}

(2)

In general, these vectors are not very orthogonal to each other so they do not form a good basis on their own;
therefore, an orthogonalization procedure is necessary. Typically, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization24 is used for
this, although Householder transformations have been investigated as an alternative25. The transformation of any
matrix, A, into the MTH Krylov subspace, KM, using this orthogonal basis vector set, QM, will be an upper
Hessenberg matrix, HM, given in Eqn(3) where the sizes of the matrices are indicated below each element for clarity.

QMT A QM = H M

(MxN ) ( NxN ) ( NxM )

(MxM )

(3)

The upper Hessenberg is guaranteed to have a form that is almost an upper triangular matrix with one additional row
of non-zero values adjacent to the main diagonal.
B. Subspace Vector Orthogonalization
Orthogonalization of the set of vectors spanning the Krylov subspace described in Eqn(2) can be accomplished by
several methods. Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization24 is one popular choice. Classical Gram-Schmidt is obtained via
the Arnoldi method from Eqn(4), where wm is obtained by multiplying the previously computed basis vector by the
matrix A.
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m!1

qm = wm ! " ( wm • q̂i )q̂i

(4)

i=1

Modified Gram-Schmidt updates the new vector immediately as it is orthogonalized against each previous vector.
Numerically, this process is less susceptible to numerical loss of precision than classical Gram-Schmidt. Modified
Gram-Schmidt is obtained via Eqn(5).

qm(0) = wm
for i = 1, m !1

qm(i) = qm(i!1) ! ( qm(i!1) • q̂i ) q̂i

(5)

Mathematically, both types of Gram-Schmidt give the same result. Modified Gram-Schmidt has significantly better
numerical behavior but it is more expensive to implement in parallel because a summation operation must be
performed for each dot product immediately rather than at the end. In either case, each vector in the basis, QM, is
normalized to unit magnitude as it is used in GMRES.
An alternate method of orthogonalization is the use of Householder transformations as suggested by Walker25.
The Householder transformation technique orthogonalizes the basis through a series of matrix transformations of the
form given in Eqn(6), where !! decreases in effective length such that it contains non-zero elements only greater
than or equal to m and the first m-1 rows and columns of the Householder matrix, Qm, will be equal to the identity
matrix.

Qm = I ! 2ûm ûmT

(6)

Each vector to be orthogonalized is defined by the products defined in Eqn(7).

# m!1 &# m!1 &
wm = % " Qi (% " A ( r0
$ i=1 '$ i=1 '

(7)

As defined by Eqn(7), computing vectors becomes increasing expensive for large systems; however, Walker
(algorithm 3.1)25 notes that that this technique can be more practically implemented by solving the system given in
Eqn(8).

{

}

T
T
T
wm = {I ! 2U m L!1
m U m }{ A} I ! 2U m ( Lm ) U m êm
!1

(8)

Although this system looks complex, it can be solved using only a single forward-substitution (the inversion of !! )
and a single backward-substitution (the inversion of !!! ) with appropriate intermediate multiplications. The matrix
Um is simply the matrix of Householder vectors that define the series of transformations from Eqn(6) while the
matrix Lm is a lower diagonal that is defined by Eqn(9):

%
" 1
'
$
T
'
$ 2u2 u1 1
Lm = $
'
!
"
'
$
$# 2umT u1 ! 2umT um!1 1 '&

(9)

The Householder transformation vector, um, is found by evaluating Eqn(10), where the accent on the vector indicates
that the first m-1 components of wm are zeroed out before computing the Householder transformation.
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!
!
um = wm ! wm êm,N

(10)

Both the Gram-Schmidt (classical and modified) and the Householder orthogonalization methods require a
similar amount of storage. Gram-Schmidt requires the storage of (M+1) vectors of N-length while Householder
requires (M+1) vectors that decrease in length from N to 1 (an upper-diagonal) as well as the lower diagonal matrix
Lm. The Householder Um and Lm matrices can be jointly stored, so both methods require the storage of (M+1)*N
elements of double precision. This is in addition to temporary storage arrays, minor variables like Hessenberg
elements, etc. which do not significantly contribute to the memory footprint. For use in intrinsically parallel
environments like CFD, however, the Householder method requires significantly more message passing between
processes. In parallel environments, Householder transformations are typically implemented using a block
approach, where the Householder transformations are performed locally on each block of unknowns assigned to that
process and then combined in a tree pattern26,27. Gram-Schmidt is significantly easier to implement and significantly
faster for CFD applications if the loss of orthogonality can be tolerated. The stability of the GMRES method has
been proven with Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization28-29, but the practical behaviors for systems of equations
generated from the DPLR CFD code are considered in the next section.
Improvement to the quality of the orthogonalization has also been observed for some generic vector systems
when the original monomial basis (the set of vectors in Eqn(2)) is modified by introducing scaling30 or Leja reordering to form, for example, a Newton basis26,31-32. Such a basis has been shown to reduce the possibility of
numerical loss of orthogonalization for ill-conditioned problems, but forming such a basis comes at significant extra
expense. The use of any basis other than the monomial basis has not been explored here since it would likely be
prohibitively expensive for CFD code integration.
C. GMRES Solution Technique
After M-steps of orthogonalization, GMRES provides M+1 orthogonal vectors (including the original residual
vector) with the following relationship in Eqn(11), where the tilde on the Hessenberg matrix indicates that it
contains one extra row so it is not a square matrix:

A Q = QM +1 H! M

M
( NxN ) ( NxM )

( NxM +1) (M +1xM )

(11)

GMRES finds the new solution xM that minimizes the residual from its original value ! after M steps of
orthogonalization, defined in Eqn(12):

rM = r0 ! A ( xM ! x0 )

(12)

Eqn(5) may be transformed to a new variable, yM, defined by Eqn(13):

QM yM = ( xM ! x0 )

(13)

This allows the substitution of the modified Hessenberg matrix in Eqn(14):

rM = r0 ! AQM yM = r0 ! QM +1H! M yM

(14)

This is equivalent to minimizing a modified residual obtained by pre-multiplying by the basis vector set as in
Eqn(15):

r!M = QMT +1rM = QMT +1r0 ! H! M yM

(15)

Since the first basis vector of the transformed M subspace was chosen to be the initial residual, the first term in
Eqn(15) will always be the magnitude of the initial residual vector, !, times the unit vector !! !! ! !! ! , designated
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!!!!!! . The GMRES algorithm is thus the least-squares minimization of the residual in the KM subspace from M+1
equations, given in Eqn(16):

r!M = ! ê1,M +1 ! H! M yM

(16)

Saad and Schultz note that the system of M+1 equations may be most readily solved by modifying the upper
Hessenberg matrix with a series of Givens rotations of the form of Eqn(17) where the rotation, Gi, occupies the i and
i+1 rows and columns of the matrix, which can be performed at each step of the process.

" !
$
1
$
$
cos! i
Gi = $
sin ! i
$
$
$
#

!sin ! i
cos! i

%
'
'
' ( row(i)
'
' ( row(i +1)
'
1
'
! &

(17)

The least-squares system is solved by a series of these Givens rotations to transform the Hessenberg matrix as in
Eqn(18) so that the M+1 row of the transformed RM becomes trivially zero and may be dropped.

"M %
RM = $ ! Gi ' H! M
# i=1 &

(18)

At each step, i, the Givens rotation can be found by applying each preceding rotation to the new column of
Hessenberg elements. The new rotations are then defined by Eqn(19) and Eqn(20).

ci = cos! i =
si = sin ! i =

ri,i

2
ri,i2 + hi+1,i

!hi+1,i

2
ri,i2 + hi+1,i

(19)

(20)

Here, it is implied that any element, ri,i, has already been transformed by the (i-1) successive transformations of the
Hessenberg element(s) as in Eqn(21), where the initial elements rn,i are equal to those of the Hessenberg, hn,i (only
the elements of RM are ever stored in memory).
(n!1) "
rn,i(n) = cn rn,i(n!1) ! sn rn+1,i
$
# for n = 1, i
(n)
(n!1)
rn+1,i
= sn rn,i(n!1) + cn rn+1,i
$%

(21)

In the same way, the elements of the first term of the least-squares problem corresponding to the initial residual !
are transformed according to Eqn(22):

# m!1 &
bm = cm % " si ( !
$ i=1 '
6

(22)

The transformed system of the least-squares problem is a system of M equations and M unknowns with an upper
diagonal matrix RM:

RM yM = bM

(23)

With the transformed Hessenberg matrix RM, the solution to the least-squares problem for the vector yM can be
found by back-substitution.

ym =

# m!1 & M
1 *
,cm ! % " si ( ! ) rm,i yi /
rm,m +
$ i=1 ' i=m+1
.

for m = M,1

(24)

The change to the solution vector xM can be found through use of Eqn(13). One advantage of GMRES that was
recognized by Saad and Schultz is that the residual of the solution can be monitored as each rotation is generated via
Eqn(20) so that the method can be stopped when it reaches some threshold of acceptability.

rM

"M %
= $ ! si ' !
# i=1 &

(25)

As Eqn(25) implies, the calculation of each vector results in a Givens rotation that will multiply the existing
residual by something between 0.0 and 1.0, so the residual decreases by some percentage at each iteration. The rate
of convergence will be a function of the conditioning of the system. A property of GMRES is that it will converge
in one iteration if M is chosen equal to N, but the advantage of GMRES is exploited by choosing M to be much less
than N. GMRES is most commonly implemented with restart, where, after M steps, the method is restarted using
the last computed solution xM as an improved initial guess for the next restart cycle. This keeps memory usage to a
minimum. Unlike the condition of running GMRES through the full N steps, there is no mathematical guarantee of
convergence with restarted GMRES, but the technique behaves well for most problems.
D. Linear System Preconditioning
The convergence rate of the GMRES method can be significantly enhanced by modifying the system with a
preconditioner matrix as in Eqn(26). The matrix P is chosen to be an approximation of the matrix A for which the
inverse can be computed cheaply.

P !1 ( Ax ) = P !1 ( b)

(26)

Saad23 discusses a number of preconditioning techniques. Incomplete Lower/Upper decomposition (ILU) has been
considered here. ILU approximates the factorization of the sparse matrix A into lower (L) and upper (U) matrices
for inversion. In general, an exact LU decomposition of the sparse matrix A will result in L and U matrices which
are not sparse or at least do not have the non-zero pattern of A. In ILU decomposition, L and U are approximated by
retaining only a non-zero pattern related to A and neglecting the remaining terms. A level of fill, p, is used to
annotate the amount of terms retained in addition to the non-zero pattern of A. Thus, ILU(0) factors A into L and U
that have the same non-zero pattern as A. Additional levels of fill ILU(p) retain more terms and are more accurate
factorizations at higher preconditioner costs (both in terms of operations and memory).
The CFD system of equations for a particular unknown cell !! !! ! are of the form given in Eqn(27). The
subscript on the block elements of A indicate the row in the matrix that the term appears in while the superscript is
used to indicate the column that the term appears in, where indices not listed in the superscript are assumed to be
! , ! , or ! .

ai,i!1j,k " n xi!1, j,k + ai,j!1j,k " n xi, j!1,k + ai,k!1j,k " n xi, j,k!1 + ai, j,k " n xi, j,k

+ai,i+1j,k " n xi+1, j,k + ai,j+1j,k " n xi, j+1,k + ai,k+1j,k " n xi, j,k+1 = bi, j,k
7

(27)

For ILU(0), Saad explains that the 5-point and 7-point stencils used by structured CFD codes like the DPLR CFD
code can be exploited to produce an efficient factorization of the form given in Eqn(28).

P = ( D + E ) ( D !1 ) ( D + F )

(28)

The matrices E and F are the off-diagonal elements of A, where E is the set of elements below the diagonal [e.g. the
! ! ! , ! ! ! , and ! ! ! Jacobian terms] and F is the set of elements above the diagonal [e.g. the ! ! ! ,
! ! ! , and ! ! ! Jacobian terms]. The approximate preconditioner, P, is inverted by noting that, in Eqn(28),
D+F is upper-diagonal and D+E is lower diagonal and may be solved via the standard forward/backward
substitution technique of LU decomposition. The elements of the diagonal matrix D are computed as given in
Eqn(29).
!1

!1

!1

i+1
j!1 "
k!1 "
$ j+1
$ k+1
di, j,k = ai, j,k ! ai,i!1j,k "#di!1, j,k $% ai!1,
j,k ! ai, j,k # di, j!1,k % ai, j!1,k ! ai, j,k # di, j,k!1 % ai, j,k!1

(29)

In the context of CFD, a system of equations is solved at each cell location, so the terms appearing in Eqn(29) are
written with a “-1” exponent to indicate that they will actually be block matrix inverses rather than simple divisions.
ILU(0) is implemented by storing the additional matrix D, which is of the same size as one of the Jacobians and
therefore will add 1/7TH to the memory storage requirement for three-dimensional simulations.
Preconditioning in parallel deserves special consideration. It is possible to implement ILU(0) decomposition in
parallel environments, but significant additional message passing overhead is incurred. Various relaxation
preconditioners exist targeted toward parallel environments. Here, we consider a simple modification to standard
ILU(0), where the preconditioner is applied just to the block of unknowns assigned to that process and terms
requiring messages to be passed are neglected. This leads to additional approximation of the LU decomposition
beyond the terms already neglected by ILU(0). The effect of this approach on the solution will be explored in the
next section.

III.

Mathematical Test Problems to Investigation of GMRES Algorithm Techniques

An independent test code was written to investigate the attributes of the GMRES algorithm without the
complexity of the CFD code or parallelization to assess the viability and efficiency of the choices outlined in the
previous section. To make this assessment, two linear systems have been selected to test GMRES features. The
first test case is a simple system of 10 unknowns that is given in Eqn(30). The matrix is sparse and banded with a
structure similar to a structured partial differential equation (PDE). The system has been arbitrarily created to be
well posed and simple with a solution vector that contains elements that are roughly on the order of 100.

"
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
#

( 1 ,
1 2 0 0 0 !1 0 0 0 0 %
'
*
*
3 2 !1 0 0 0 !2 0 0 0 '
* 2 *
* 3 *
0 2 3 !2 0 0 0 !1 0 0 '
'
* 4 *
0 0 2 4 2 0 0 0 !2 0
'
*
*
0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 !1 ' ! * 5 *,
x =)
!1 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 '
* 6 *
* 7 *
0 !2 0 0 0 !2 3 !1 0 0 '
'
* 8 *
0 0 !1 0 0 0 !5 4 3 0 '
*
*
0 0 0 !2 0 0 0 1 2 1 '
* 9 *
*+ 10 *.
0 0 0 0 !1 0 0 0 3 4 '&

(
*
*
*
*
*
! *
x =)
*
*
*
*
*
*+

5.2905
!1.2044
4.1560
2.2268
0.0575
1.8818
3.6534
2.6055
6.6670
!2.4859

,
*
*
*
*
**
- (30)
*
*
*
*
*
*.

The first test that is considered is the use of Gram-Schmidt compared to Householder transformations for the
orthogonalization of the monomial basis. As detailed in the previous section, Householder transformations are
considerably more expensive, particularly considering parallelization, so it is desirable to employ Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization if possible. The serial test code takes about twice as long to solve the test systems using
8

Householder transformations as with GramSchmidt orthogonalization, which is consistent
with the operation count given by Saad. The
comparison of the residual history of the two
techniques solving the 10x10 matrix with a restart
number M=5 is shown in Fig. 1, plotted against
the number of restarts. So, for this case, GMRES
was restarted 100 times, deriving 5 basis vectors
each time and solving a 5x5 transformed system
like Eqn(23). The residual has been calculated
after each restart of GMRES using Eqn(1) rather
than Eqn(25) for two reasons. First, Eqn(25) can
have issues with machine precision once the
method gets close to convergence. Second, for
tests with preconditioning, Eqn(25) computes a
transformed residual of the preconditioned system Figure 1. Comparison of Gram-Schmidt and Householder
and is therefore not equal to the true residual of Orthogonalization for 10x10 Test Case from Eqn(30)
the system. In this case, no preconditioner has
been applied, so it was noted that both Eqn(1) and
Eqn(25) did produce the same result until the
method got very close to convergence.
The two techniques perform identically. For
double precision math on an x86_64 processor
(64-bits), the minimum number that can be
resolved is approximately 2.2x10-16. Given that
the magnitude of the solution vector is 19.6214, it
would be expected that machine precision loss
could start occurring somewhere around 4x10-15
or so. Once the solutions get near machine zero,
the Householder transformation technique seems
to perform slightly better, indicating that the
Gram-Schmidt technique may be suffering from
loss of orthogonality.
The test case was
recompiled and run with all variables declared as Figure 2. Comparison of Choice of Restart Number, M, for
long double (128-bits). While this improved the 10x10 Test Case from Eqn(30) using Gram-Schmidt
convergence floor to approximately 1x10-18 for Orthogonalization
both
methods,
it
seems
that
both
orthogonalization techniques begin to suffer from
loss of orthogonality before reaching machine
zero, which should be smaller than 1x10-30 for
long double declarations.
The effect of the restart number, M, is shown
in Fig. 2 for restart numbers of M=2, M=4, and
M=8. It is clear that the choice of M has a
significant impact on the convergence behavior of
this small system. The case where M=2 actually
stagnated after decreasing the residual about one
order of magnitude and could not improve the
solution any further. Higher values of the restart
number improve the convergence behavior. As
noted already, GMRES will converge in a single
iteration (apart from numerical rounding and
precision loss issues) if the restart number is equal Figure 3. Effect of ILU(0) Preconditioner for 10x10 Test
to the size of the matrix, but this is not a practical Case from Eqn(30) using Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
situation since the computational and storage with M=5
savings of the Krylov technique are effectively lost at that point.
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The effect of the ILU(0) preconditioner is
shown in Fig. 3 compared to the original GMRES
solution with Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
and a restart number M=5. The impact of the
preconditioner is dramatic, resulting in
convergence to the observed machine zero in 6
restart cycles compared to 75 with the original
system. The effect of increasing the level of fill
of the preconditioner is shown in Fig. 4, where
ILU(1) and ILU(2) are compared to the ILU(0)
result. Increasing the level of fill does have some
positive impact on the solution since ILU(1)
reaches machine zero after 4 restarts and ILU(2)
reaches machine zero after 3 restarts compared to
the 6 cycles by ILU(0). However it is clear that
the largest benefit comes from treating the Figure 4. Effect of Level of Fill on ILU(p) Preconditioner
original system with any level of preconditioning, for 10x10 Test Case from Eqn(30) using Gram-Schmidt
so the extra expense and storage of increasing the Orthogonalization with M=5
level of fill beyond p=0 must be considered on a
more practical problem.
Finally, since the preconditioner will actually
be implemented in parallel for the real CFD
application, the effect of splitting the ILU(0)
preconditioner into blocks is considered. This has
been accomplished by preconditioning the system
of Eqn(30) in pieces. For example, a 2 block
preconditioner applies the ILU(0) technique to the
upper left 5x5 sub-matrix (consisting of rows and
columns 1–5) and separately to the lower-right
5x5 sub-matrix (consisting of rows and columns
6–10) in Eqn(30). This simulates the effect of
dropping terms that span processors in the parallel
decomposition. The results of considering up to 5
blocks for the preconditioned system with GramSchmidt orthogonalization, ILU(0), and a restart Figure 5. Effect of Applying ILU(0) Preconditioner in
number of M=5 are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear Blocks for 10x10 Test Case from Eqn(30) using Gramthat breaking the preconditioner for this case does Schmidt Orthogonalization with M=5
have a negative effect on the convergence rate, but the system still
converges significantly faster than the original solution (which required
75 iterations to reach machine zero). It also seems that increasing the
number of breaks in the system beyond two does not further affect the
convergence in an adverse way. This result makes sense because it may
be noted from Eqn(30) that the entire outer bands will be lost for a break
into two blocks, so additional breaks would not result in the loss of
many additional terms near the diagonal.
The second test case is a matrix that has been selected as a
representative linear system generated by the DPLR CFD code. The
DPLR CFD code was run for a number of iterations with a relatively
crude grid and the Jacobian and residual matrices were extracted for a
typical intermediate iteration from the transient flowfield. The flowfield
used is shown in Fig. 6, where the solution at the state where the linear
system was extracted is shown on top and the final steady-state solution
is shown on the bottom of the image. The case is a simple hemisphere
Figure 6. Flowfield Used to Generate
run on a 24x64 cell grid with axisymmetric perfect gas flow (4 equations
Linear System for Hemisphere Test
solved per cell). This results in a linear system composed of 6,144
Case
unknowns. An accurate (to machine zero) solution of the extracted
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system using LU decomposition shows that the largest unknown has a value of 1.0734x10 6 and the smallest nonzero unknown has a value of 1.9516x10-18, though several unknowns have a solution of machine zero as well. There
is considerable range in the magnitude of the terms of the solution vector. The matrix is sparse with 7504 non-zero
blocks out of 2.36 million, or 0.32% filled.
For this larger system, computational cycles
took significantly longer. As with the previous test
problem, 100 restarts were computed with both
Gram-Schmidt and Householder orthogonalizations
using a restart number M=10. The result is shown
in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7 and all subsequent plots of
residual, the residual at each cycle of the test is
normalized by the initial residual value of
4.747848x106 to better capture when machine
precision loss is observed. After 100 restarts, the
magnitude of the relative residual has decreased
only to 6x10-4, so it is clear that GMRES would
require significantly more cycles to reach machine
zero residual convergence. Obtaining the first 100
cycles of both methods required nearly 2 hours of
total CPU time on one core of an AMD-2382 Figure 7. Comparison of Gram-Schmidt and Householder
processor, so it was deemed unnecessary to continue Orthogonalization for Hemisphere Test Case with M=10
running the simulation to convergence. Based on
the slope of the convergence plot, it might be
expected to take at least 1000 more cycles provided GMRES does not stagnate. However, it is observed again that
the Gram-Schmidt and Householder methods give identical convergence results and we would expect them to do so
until the methods reach near machine zero.
The effect of the restart number is shown in Fig. 8, which plots normalized residuals for values ranging from
M=2 to M=128 with Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. After 100 restarts of GMRES, increasing the restart number
does have a significant beneficial effect on the convergence of the residual. However, given that the cost of each
restart cycle increases with increased M, the convergence has been replotted versus the total number of steps in Fig.
8(b). The total number of steps is defined as the total number of vectors computed, which is equal to the number of
vectors computed per cycle (M) times the number of restart cycles performed. When the convergence behavior is
viewed in this way, it is clear that increasing the restart number still has a somewhat beneficial effect, but the
magnitude of that benefit at any given number of steps is not as large as it seemed from Fig. 8(a). It is also noted
that for this case, even a restart number of M=2 shows convergent behavior as far as the case was run. Only the
M=128 case showed any significant residual stagnation, which lasted for several restart cycles before subsequently
converging at a more rapid rate. This observation emphasises the well-known property of restarted GMRES that
numerically it is not guaranteed to have any particular convergence behavior.

(a)

(b)
Figure 8. Effect of Restart Number, M, on Hemisphere Test Case using Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
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The effect of preconditioning on the
hemisphere test system is shown in Fig. 9.
Preconditioning was shown in the previous test to
have a significant effect on the behavoir of
GMRES and the effect here is even more
dramatic because of the sparseness of the linear
system. While the baseline method could only be
estimated to require in excess of 1000 restart
cycles to reach machine zero, the preconditioned
systems require only 2 restart cycles. In addition
to ILU(0) preconditioning, ILU(p) solutions up to
a level of fill of p=5 are shown, where it is
observed that all ILU(p) methods perform
approximately equally well. The effect of ILU(p)
preconditioning can be more easily seen by
looking at the number of steps (vectors computed)
for the very first restart cycle only.
This
comparison is shown in Fig. 10, which plots the
normalized residual for the first 10 steps after
which the method would be restarted. For
GMRES with preconditioning, only the
preconditioned residual is readily available as
defined in Eqn(25) as each vector is computed.
This preconditioned residual is different than the
true residual found by applying Eqn(1) to the
current estimate of the solution vector, where the
difference amounts to multiplying the true
residual by the inverse of the preconditioned
matrix P. Nevertheless, even the preconditioned
residual provides a way to approximately
compare the methods at each step as each new
basis vector is generated. As with the previous
test case, the effect of increasing the level of fill,
p, is to improve the convergence behavior of
GMRES by marginally reducing the number of
steps required to reduce the residual to machine
zero. For example, ILU(0) required 8 steps to
reach 1x10-14 while ILU(5) required only 5 steps.
However, compared to the improvement of a
factor of 1000 times over the non-preconditioned
solution that was observed by employing ILU(0),
the effect of level of fill is minor.
Finally, the effect of simulating parallelization
with ILU(0) is considered by breaking the linear
system into sub-blocks and dropping all ILU(0)
terms that appear outside of each block. Since the
linear system consists of 1536 cells composed of
4 equations each, the splitting of the blocks has
been selected to only divide into blocks of whole
cells as would be the case for real CFD
applications. The results are shown in Fig. 11,
which again plots the preconditioned residual
against the step number for a single restart cycle.
The effect of splitting the system is not as obvious
as it was for the first test case since the matrix is
so sparse in this case, resulting in a smaller

Figure 9. Effect of ILU(p) Preconditioning on True
Residual for Hemisphere Test Case with M=10

Figure 10. Effect of ILU(p) Preconditioning on
Hemisphere Test Case Preconditioned Residual with M=10
for the First Restart Cycle

Figure 11. Effect of Simulated Parallelization on
Preconditioned Residual for Hemisphere Test Case with
M=10 and ILU(0) Preconditioner
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fraction of the terms being dropped by the breaking process. Breaking the system into 8 pieces and 16 pieces does
produce a noticable increase in the number of steps required to solve the system. This is particularly notable for 16
blocks, which does require about 50% more steps to reach the same level of convergence. However, given that the
method with ILU(0) preconditioning converges in only a few steps anyway means that the simple parallelization of
the preconditioner does not carry a significant penalty in performance.
The two test cases considered in this section have demonstrated a few things. First, given the significant
calculation overhead and inherant complexity of parallelization, there appears to be no advantage to using
Householder transformations to orthogonalize the basis vectors. Second, the ILU(0) preconditioner has such a
dramatic effect on the convergence behavior of GMRES that it has been decided that increasing the level of fill
beyond p=0, while offering a marginal benefit, is not worth the added cost and programming complexity. Third, a
simplistic parallelization of ILU(0) obtained by neglecting fill terms that do not reside on a given processor appears
to have an acceptable performance penalty that does not outweigh the significant computational cost of fully
parallelizing ILU(0) with the extra required message passing. Fourth, to first order, restarted GMRES seems to
converge at a rate loosely proportional to the total number of basis vectors computed (number of vectors per restart
times the number of restarts). Therefore, since the memory footprint of the algorithm can increase so drastically,
with larger M, a default value of M=10 has been set at compile time with a user-defined parameter to control the
maximum number of restarts at runtime. These choices have formed the basis for the method coded in the DPLR
CFD code that is tested in the next section.

IV.

Example CFD Cases with GMRES Implementations

In this section, several CFD cases are examined to compare the performance of the built-in GMRES
implementation discussed in the last section to the PETSc implementation of GMRES and the existing line (DPLR)
and point (FMDP) relaxation schemes in the DPLR CFD code. Unless otherwise noted, the PETSc GMRES solver
uses the default settings provided by the package.
A. Hypersonic Cone
The first case considered is a
hypersonic cone with 7O half-angle, a nose
radius of 2.5-mm, and approximately 1-m
total length. This test case is one that was
formerly considered by MacLean, et al.33
as part of the HIFiRE-1 ground test
program. The conditions are from Run 4
of that program, with a freestream
specification of "=0.125041 kg/m3,
U=1928 m/s, T=213 K, and M=6.59 and
with an isothermal wall temperature of Figure 12. HIFiRE-1 Mach Number Flowfield and Mesh
TW=299 K. Perfect gas air and laminar
flow are assumed and the geometry is axisymmetric. The grid has been significantly coarsened from the nominal
resolution in the original study to 104 cells along the surface by 64 cells normal to the surface with 4 equations
solved per cell so that the solution can be computed on a single processor. This corresponds to 26,624 unknowns.
The grid is heavily stretched near the wall to resolve heat transfer to the surface with a peak cell aspect ratio of
approximately 34,000:1. The converged Mach number field and the mesh used are shown in Fig. 12. Solutions
were computed using one, two, and four processors where the mesh was divided into the required number of
subdomains by breaking the grid along the axial coordinate (e.g. keeping body normal lines continuous).
Since this problem is a hypersonic case with a very thin boundary layer near the surface, the line-relaxation
method works very well to converge the system. The usual number of four relaxation steps were used for the
DPLR line-relaxation solutions and it was found that increasing this value beyond four had no effect on the
convergence rate of the residual. It was found that, in contrast, the point relaxation technique (FMDP) did not
perform well at all for this case. Even after increasing the number of relaxation steps to as high as 20, it was found
that the FMDP method could not be converged at any CFL higher than 500 at most, whereas the line-relaxation and
both GMRES techniques all converged using a CFL of 5000. Therefore, an FMDP solution was only generated on
four processors. The fact that both GMRES methods could be converged at the same CFL as the line-relaxation
verifies that GMRES is at least as stable as line-relaxation is and helped to validate the implementations against
programming or formulation errors.
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Figure 13.

(a) 1 processor
(b) 2 processors
(c) 4 processors
Normalized Residuals and Elapsed Times on 1, 2, and 4 Processors for HIFiRE-1 Cone Case

The CFD solver residual histories as a function of iteration number are shown in Fig. 13 for one, two, and four
processor parallelizations. The residual histories are plotted on a log scale and are normalized by the initial residual,
where the flowfield for all cells is initialized to the freestream state. The residual decreases to machine zero,
approximately 1.0x10-15, in approximately 3000 iterations for all cases except the single FMDP case. For each case,
the elapsed time is plotted as a function of the iteration number on the right-hand axis of each plot. In general, linerelaxation is the fastest method (as it should be), with the PETSc implementation of GMRES taking approximately
25-35% longer and the built-in GMRES implementation taking about 60-70% longer. The approximate solution
time required to drive the residual to machine zero has been extracted for all cases and summarized in Table 1.
From this, it can be observed that the line-relaxation method as well as both GMRES implementations scale ideally
for this small number of processors. The overhead required to compute a global solution with the GMRES method
is not prohibitively expensive, and the
neglected
terms
of
the
ILU(0) Table 1. Elapsed Times (s) to Converged to Machine Zero for
preconditioner do not seem to affect the HIFiRE-1 Cone Case
1 processor
2 processors
4 processors
performance of the built-in GMRES in any
222
110
56
way. Again it may be noted that the FMDP DPLR
method takes one order of magnitude more Built-in
377
177
89
elapsed time to converge the case than any GMRES
of the other methods. It is also apparent PETSc
295
149
70
that both implementations of GMRES are GMRES
reasonably competitive with line relaxation FMDP
620
when considering the inherent extra
overhead of calculation involved.
One difference between the PETSc implementation of
GMRES and the built-in implementation is that PETSc uses
classical Gram-Schmidt (CGS) orthogonalization by default
instead of modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS). However, PETSc can
also be made to use MGS by calling a single function. Since
MGS does require more coordinated message passing, it can slow
solution speed in parallel applications. The comparison of CGS
and MGS using PETSc as the GMRES solver on the four
processor grid are shown in Fig. 14. It seems from this particular
application that the cost of MGS is not particularly significant.
The residual histories of the two orthogonalization techniques are
very similar, though there is a very small elapsed time penalty of
about 3% to MGS until the solver gets close to machine zero.
Once the solver is near machine zero, the CGS solution actually
begins to take longer per iteration, which implies that it may be
suffering from loss of orthogonality as we might expect. Figure 14. Residual History and Elapsed
However, since the flowfield is already converged, this loss of Time for Classical and Modified GramSchmidt Orthogonalization Techniques
orthogonality is unimportant.
using PETSc GMRES Solver
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The convergence criteria are of greater importance since the number of vectors computed by GMRES is
proportional to its elapsed time per iteration. By default, the built-in GMRES implementation operates until either
of two criteria is met based on the initial residual of the first iteration of the solution. It should be noted that this
initial residual is computed for the preconditioned system and is thus not equivalent to the true residual of the
system. These criteria are monitored by computing Eqn (25) for each orthogonal basis vector. The first criterion is
that the preconditioned residual decreases by a specified ratio from its initial value. The second criterion is that the
preconditioned residual decreases to a specified absolute threshold. This second criterion is employed so that
GMRES will not cycle indefinitely when the solution is near machine zero convergence and the initial residual is so
small that it cannot be decreased any further. Obviously it is desirable to set these two tolerances to be as large as
possible and still maintain good behavior of the solver so that elapsed solution time can be minimized. By default,
the built-in GMRES solver has been tested with a relative residual stopping criterion of 1x10-3 and an absolute
residual convergence criterion of 1x10-8 for this case.
These two criteria have been
independently varied by several
orders of magnitude in Fig. 15,
which again shows CFD
residual history and elapsed
time for solution on one
processor with the built-in
GMRES method. The relative
convergence criterion shown in
Fig. 15(a) shows that increasing
the threshold results in less
elapsed time per iteration since
the method computes less basis
(a) relative convergence
(b) absolute convergence
vectors. However, the largest Figure 15. Residual History and Elapsed Time for Absolute and Relative
threshold, 1x10-1, begins to Convergence Criteria using Built-in GMRES Solver
display
somewhat
erratic
behavior during CFD solver convergence and does take approximately 10% more iterations to reach machine zero.
The rest of the solutions show close agreement in convergence history, noting that the next largest threshold, 1x10-2,
is just visibly different than the rest. This indicates that, for relative convergence thresholds of 1x10-3 and less, that
GMRES is solving the system fully at each flow iteration. A small amount of additional speed could potentially be
gained by relaxing this convergence criterion up to one order of magnitude from its default value, but this
conclusion is certainly problem dependent and finding a general setting that works for all problems requires more
careful testing.
The absolute convergence threshold tests are shown in Fig. 15(b). Again, it is observed that larger values for this
threshold results in shorter elapsed times for each flow iteration. This convergence criterion is intended only to
affect the solution when the flow is near convergence and the initial residual values considered by GMRES are
already near zero. The largest two thresholds are observed to
change the solution behavior before the flow reaches machine
zero tolerance. While they do require less elapsed time per
iteration, this benefit is largely mitigated by the fact that it takes
more iterations to reach machine zero. The tightest threshold of
1x10-10 shows that it affects the behavior of the solution only after
3000 iterations where machine zero residuals are encountered.
The value of 1x10-8 seems to be a reasonable choice although it
could potentially be relaxed some as well. As with the relative
convergence threshold, testing on other types of problems is
required to find a value that best balances the performance of the
solver. However, it is apparent that these two convergence
criteria heavily influence the overall speed of the method.
One known limitation of the line-relaxation (DPLR) method
occurs when the grid is broken for parallel processing along Figure 16. Normalized Residual History
planes normal to the viscous wall (e.g. along constant “J” lines) over 4,000 Iterations on 2, 4, and 8
such that the boundary layer profile lines are not solved on a Processors Using Body Normal Grid
single processor. For this simple, single-block grid, there is no Breaking
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need and no reason to break the grid up in such a way, but, for complex topologies with multiply interconnected
blocks, breaking a viscous boundary layer zone up across processors is sometimes unavoidable. The hypersonic
cone case was repeated by breaking the body-normal lines into two, four and eight processes and solved using linerelaxation, built-in GMRES, and the PETSc GMRES solvers. The normalized residuals are plotted for all cases in
Fig. 16 against the elapsed time. With DPLR line-relaxation, the solution converges on two or four processors as
before using a maximum CFL of 5000, but eight processors breaks up the boundary layer sufficiently that the
solution fails to converge as robustly. For this case, the maximum CFL that could be run was 100 and, after 20,000
flow iterations, the solution has only decreased by approximately seven orders of magnitude. In contrast, both the
built-in GMRES and the PETSc solvers behave well for a grid broken into eight processors and converge to machine
zero within 4,000 iterations at the same maximum CFL of 5,000. As before, the PETSc solver is somewhat faster
than the built-in GMRES, but both perform well. Both methods show good parallel scaling by observing the
approximate elapsed time to machine zero, where the built-in GMRES reaches this threshhold in approximately
180s, 100s, and 60s and the PETSc solver reaches machine zero in approximately 160s, 80s, and 50s. This test
shows that the GMRES solvers can provide benefit for cases where the viscous boundary layer must be broken
across processors.
B. Laminar 25O/55O Double Cone
A more complex test case is the laminar shock interaction
over a 25O/55O axisymmetric double cone model that has been
considered as part of a large, on-going code validation and
development study34. The interaction of the shock dominated
flowfield and the separated region which spans the junction
between the two cones has been shown to be exceptionally
sensitive to a number of effects including freestream gas state35,
grid resolution, numerics, dissipation36, non-equilibrium
non-equilibrium
chemistry38,
and
thermodynamics37,
39
thermochemical coupling . The initial set of experimental test
cases were primarily obtained in low energy nitrogen gas which
was in vibrational non-equilibrium in the freestream of the
facility but otherwise thermally and chemically benign. Run 35
from this test series was investigated in detail by Nompelis, et
al.37 and near perfect agreement between the experimental surface
measurements and the CFD simulation was demonstrated by
incorporating fine grid density, good numerics, vibrational nonequilibrium, and vibrational accommodation slip. The same Run
35 case is used as a test of the GMRES solver here, where a
pointwise specification of the freestream has been incorporated
with centerline values of: "=0.0006081 kg/m3, U=2576 m/s,
T=102 K, TV=2711 K, and with an isothermal wall temperature of
TW=298 K. The nozzle calculation to obtain the freestream
pointwise distribution has been performed independently of the
calculation by Nompelis, et al., but the profile is consistent with
their distribution. A computational Schlieren image created by
computing the magnitude of the flowfield density gradient is
shown in Fig. 17, demonstrating the features of the boundary
layer separation, shock interaction, and reattachment process.
On a very dense grid of 1250 x 256 cells solved on 46
processors, the PETSc solver, the built-in GMRES solver, and the
DPLR line-relaxation solver were all found to exhibit stable
convergence up to a CFL of 2,000 using the same ramp up to the
maximum value for all methods.
Setting the absolute
convergence criterion at 1x10-8 as described for the previous case,
it was quickly found that normalized residual stalling occurred at
approximately 10-13 for this case as shown in Fig. 18. Increasing
the absolute convergence criterion threshhold to 1x10-10 corrected
this behavior. It is also interesting to note that, while the tighter
16

Figure 17. Computational
Schlieren
Image of Double Cone Flowfield with Run
35 Conditions (dimensions in cm)

Figure 18. Residual History and Elapsed
Time for Absolute Convergence Criterion
using Built-in GMRES Solver

absolute convergence criterion took somewhat longer to reach machine zero when using four restarts, it was actually
a bit faster when using eight restarts. The tighter convergence criterion has been used for all subsequent
comparisons with the double cone case.
For all methods,
the code remarkably
converged to machine
zero.
Unlike the
previous case, the
convergence behavior
of
the
solution
techniques was not
identical
for
this
flowfield. For the linerelaxation method, a
series of tests had to be
performed
to
determine the optimum
(a) line-relaxation
(b) built-in GMRES and PETSc
number of relaxation
Figure 19. Residual History and Elapsed Time for Run 35 Double Cone using
steps
required
to
Built-in GMRES Solver, PETSc Solver, and Line-relaxation Solver
converge the flowfield.
This is shown in Fig. 19(a), which plots the normalized continuity residual and the elapsed time for specified
relaxation steps ranging from 4 to 72. It is observed that additional relaxation steps up to 48 results in significantly
fewer required iterations to converge to machine zero. However, considering the elapsed time to converge to
machine zero (each elapsed time line has been truncated at the iteration when this occurs), it is clear that there is an
optimum around 16 relaxation steps, where the use of fewer steps requires more convergence time because of the
increased number of required iterations and the use of more steps requires more convergence time because of the
increased cost per flow iteration. For the built-in GMRES
method, the parameter controlling the maximum number of
restarts allowed also had to be optimized as shown in Fig. 19(b).
The PETSc library uses a much larger number of restarts by
default, whereas the built-in GMRES method displayed a poorer
convergence rate for fewer than 5 restarts. This is evident both
in the larger number of iterations required to reach machine zero
and also the small-scale oscillations that occur as the method
converges when using 4 restarts. The use of 5 or more restarts
gives convergence behavior that is consistent with the PETSc
solution. The elapsed times for the most optimal GMRES
method requires approximately 8 hours to reach machine zero.
The comparison with the optimum convergence with the linerelaxation method of approximately 1.5 hours shows that, for this
particular case, the GMRES technique is not competitive in terms
of elapsed time because of the large number of restarts required to Figure 20. Comparison of Measured Heat
solve the ill-posed system. The resulting predicted heat transfer Transfer to Experimental Data for Run 35
distribution for both methods shows the same excellent level of Using Built-In GMRES and DPLR Methods
agreement with the experiment that Nompelis, et al. observed for
the Run 35 case as shown in Fig. 20.
Based on the Run 35 case, the GMRES solver does display different, but not better, convergence behavior than
the line-relaxation method. However, in testing higher enthalpy cases in preparation for future experiments with the
double cone model in the LENS-XX expansion tunnel facility, GMRES was found to exhibit much different
convergence behavior in some instances. Assuming freestream conditions of "=0.00127 kg/m3, U=4163 m/s, T=464
K, TV=464 K with pure nitrogen gas, it was found that the line-relaxation technique could run at a maximum CFL of
only 100 without crashing the solver; increasing the number of relaxation steps did not influence this behavior.
Using the GMRES method, the same grid and condition was stable at a CFL of 2,000, or a factor of twenty times
higher timestep. For these higher enthalpy, higher density conditions, the global density residual does not decrease
to machine zero because of shock oscillation in the interaction region. In such cases, another metric of convergence
is the monitoring of a global flow metric such as the drag force on the double cone surface. Since both the line17

relaxation and GMRES
methods use a global
timestep of first-order
accuracy, the drag
force can be plotted
against the elapsed
flow time. Solutions
over 4 ms of flow time
are plotted for several
methods in Fig. 21(a)
covering a number of
options.
Line
relaxation and GMRES
solutions
were
computed using a CFL
(a) drag force
(b) rate of flow establishment
of 100 (the maximum Figure 21. Convergence of Drag Force for High Enthalpy Double Cone using
sustainable for the Line-Relaxation and Built-in GMRES Solver
DPLR technique). It
can be observed that in
these cases, the drag force on the model undergoes a cyclic oscillation maximizing around 2.75ms that does not
damp with flow time. Increasing the number of relaxation steps or GMRES restarts does not affect this behavior.
The peak-to-peak magnitudes of the oscillations are 0.12% of the mean value. Unlike the line-relaxation method,
GMRES remains stable at a higher CFL up to 2000, which results in a significantly smaller peak-to-peak magnitude
of 0.01%. Thus, the GMRES technique shows more stable, steady-state behavior when using twenty times larger
timesteps per iteration. The elapsed time for the two methods in Fig. 21(b) shows that DPLR and GMRES at their
maximum CFL level compute flow time at approximately the same overall rate for this case.
The finding in this case is that, not only has the built-in GMRES solution method been found to be as fast as
line-relaxation, it also converges to a significantly steadier and more stable solution than the line-relaxation does.
To assess the solution
behavior at the !=100
timestep, the unsteady
time history of the
solution was processed
to observe the extreme
limits
of
the
oscillations
to
measurable quantities
such as the location of
the shock structure,
shown in Fig. 22(a)
and the surface heat
transfer profile shown
(a) computational Schlieren (density
(b) surface heat transfer
in Fig. 22(b). It is
gradient magnitude)
clear from Fig. 22 that, Figure 22. Range of Oscillating Solutions Predicted Using Line Relaxation
although the separation
point on the first cone
remains constant, macroscopic motion of the shock system occurs in the reattachment region, resulting in significant
changes in the reattachment heating profile of approximately 20% of the mean with the highest reattachment heating
level predicted when the shock system swings most forward. The higher CFL solution using GMRES shows no
measurable oscillation in the flowfield or on the surface; this heat transfer solution has been also plotted in Fig.
22(b) for reference, which resides midway between the limiting heat transfer solutions of the solution range obtained
from the lower CFL of 100. No measured data for this case yet exists, so we cannot make any statements about the
physical correctness of any of the solutions obtained. However, we can see from a purely numerical perspective that
the GMRES method apparently offers an advantage in solving ill-conditioned linear systems that the line-relaxation
method cannot since GMRES alone is capable of generating a stable solution at high CFL.
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C. Spherical Capsule at Angle of Attack
As a third test case, the three-dimensional flowfield
around a spherical, Apollo-style capsule at angle of attack
is considered, which is a test case of significant NASA
interest. This test case is the Run 7 condition published by
MacLean, et al.40 in which forebody centerline heat
transfer and pressure were measured at 28O angle of attack
in low enthalpy (non-reacting) air. Freestream conditions
for this case are given as: "=0.009122 kg/m3, U=1805 m/s,
T=57 K, and with an isothermal wall temperature of
TW=300 K. The grid is a four block structured grid shown
in Fig. 23 that consists of 552,960 cells with 96 cells in the
wall normal direction and is solved on 44 processors. This
case demonstrates two aspects of the PETSc and built-in
GMRES implementations that the first two examples did
not: (1) a three-dimensional solution with additional Kdirection banding, and (2) the global matrix assembly
across multiple physical blocks. This physical flowfield
contains both a thin, viscous boundary layer that is Figure 23. Run 7 Spherical Capsule Four Block
presumed to be well suited for line-relaxation and a Structured Grid
subsonic inviscid shock layer that has no obvious
preferential direction. Cases using line relaxation are
solved by preserving lines in the body-normal direction
from the surface to the freestream.
The DPLR CFD code allows the global CFL to be
increased every 20 iterations, starting from a very small
number up to a specified maximum, so the most aggressive
possible ramp has been used for this case. This ramp is
plotted in Fig. 24, which increases the CFL up to a value of
1x106 after 320 iterations, corresponding roughly to a
physical timestep of approximately one millisecond per
iteration. This was the largest CFL tested simply because,
at such a large physical timestep, it was not possible to
increase it further before the solution converged to
machine zero. Both the built-in GMRES and the PETSc
solver behaved properly at this level. The line relaxation
technique using the default setting of four relaxation steps
did not, and could only be run at a maximum CFL of Figure 24. Global CFL Ramp Used for
2x104. By increasing the number of relaxation steps, it Spherical Capsule Cases
was
found
that
incrementally
larger
maximum CFL values
could be used while
maintaining
good
convergence behavior.
The
normalized
residual
of
the
continuity equation is
plotted
against
iteration number and
against elapsed time in
Fig. 25.
Here, the
PETSc method takes
the most elapsed time
(a) vs. elapsed time
(b) vs. iteration number
of all the solver Figure 25. Normalized Density Residual for Spherical Capsule Solutions
methods tested. The
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built-in GMRES method takes approximately 39% less elapsed time than the PETSc solver does for this case,
showing again that, despite the use of the block preconditioner, the convergence criteria chosen play an important
role in the overall speed of the method. This conclusion is supported by the fact that both the PETSc and the built-in
GMRES solvers converge in about the same number of iterations, showing that PETSc is taking more time per
iteration to solve the system. The convergence criteria of the PETSc solver were not changed from their default
values for this test, but we may presume that a reduced elapsed time might be obtained by sufficiently modifying
PETSc’s options.
The results with the line relaxation show that the solution of each iteration is significantly faster at the expense of
solving the system less accurately. The default setting of four relaxation steps converges in very close to the same
elapsed time as the built-in GMRES method despite using about five times as many iterations. Increasing the
number of line relaxation steps decreases the elapsed time and the number of iterations to achieve machine zero up
to an optimal value of about 16 steps.
Above 16 steps, the number of iterations Table 2. Maximum CFL, Elapsed Times (m), and Iterations to
required continues to decrease, but the Converge to Machine Zero for Spherical Capsule Case
Maximum
Elapsed
elapsed time does not. At 20 relaxation
Iterations
CFL
Time,
[min]
steps per iteration, the number of iterations
Built-in
to machine zero is approaching the number
1,000,000
400
10.7
of iterations required by the GMRES GMRES
solvers, indicating that at least this number PETSc
1,000,000
405
18.0
of relaxation steps is necessary to solve the GMRES
20,000
1530
9.6
system as accurately as GMRES solves the DPLR, k=4
50,000
980
7.6
system with only four restarts.
The DPLR, k=8
summary of the maximum obtained CFL, DPLR, k=12
100,000
665
6.2
elapsed time to machine zero convergence, DPLR, k=16
200,000
520
5.3
and the number of iterations to machine DPLR, k=20
1,000,000
445
5.2
zero convergence is summarized in Table 2
for all the GMRES and the line relaxation solutions.

V.

Conclusions

Two implementations of the GMRES Krylov subspace solution technique have been added to the chemically
reacting DPLR CFD code. There are advantages and disadvantages to using an external linear solver package for
applications such as this one. Therefore, the newest version of the DPLR CFD code (4.03.0 or “Big Bend”) contains
a built-in GMRES solver that uses the existing DPLR CFD code matrices and vectors for the most efficient use of
memory. This solver also compiles with the code without requiring users to link to any additional shared libraries or
external dependencies. Alternately, users can link to the PETSc library instead of the built-in GMRES solver. The
PETSc library has significantly more invested development time and has a number of solver options available for
difficult problems. This flexibility is at the expense of additional memory since PETSc uses its own data structures
and results in storing the Jacobian terms twice during the solution process.
The results of testing the built-in GMRES solver demonstrated that preconditioning with the ILU(0) technique
resulted in improved performance by as much as 1000 times over the non-preconditioned technique (the PETSc
implementation also uses a similar ILU preconditioner). Parallelization of the ILU(0) preconditioner by neglecting
off-processor terms did not result in a significant performance penalty for the cases tested. The use of Householder
transformations to orthogonalize the monomial basis did not result in improved performance so modified GramSchmidt orthogonalization was selected as the technique used by the built-in GMRES solver.
Convergence criteria are a major factor in the overall performance of the GMRES methods, where four
parameters are of prime importance. A relative residual tolerance parameter controls the fraction of the initial
residual below which the system is considered solved. An absolute residual tolerance controls the absolute level of
residual below which the system is considered solved to avoid issues with round-off error. The maximum number
of restarts controls how many times GMRES is allowed to restart. The number of basis vectors per restart
determines the size of the Krylov system and the memory footprint of the method. Although these parameters have
been set to default values of 1x10-3, 1x10-8, 4, and 10 respectively, test cases have demonstrated that the optimum
settings are problem-dependent. In addition, the DPLR line-relaxation technique requires specification of a number
of relaxation steps, and it has been found that the default number of four is not optimal for two of the three flowfield
studied in this work. A larger value equal to 16 was found to be optimal for these two cases, suggesting that
optimization of the line-relaxation method is also heavily problem-dependent.
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The performance of the GMRES solvers relative to the line-relaxation solver and the performance of the PETSc
against the built-in GMRES solvers depend heavily on the convergence criteria selected for the methods for each
particular problem. In general, the GMRES solvers have more computational overhead than line-relaxation and will
be somewhat slower for well-tuned problems. The spherical capsule test case showed that the GMRES method can
be competitive with the line-relaxation method if care is not taken to properly tune the line-relaxation steps for the
problem. The cone test case showed that GMRES significantly outperforms point-relaxation techniques. However,
for problems like the double cone flow or the cone with wall normal breaking in which the convergence rate of the
line relaxation method is limited, GMRES is an attractive alternative. For any general-purpose CFD code such as
this one, no single method will be best for all problems. It is necessary to have multiple options available to users
for different problems types, and the implementation of two GMRES techniques in the DPLR CFD code adds a
significant alternative capability to the tool.
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